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Technical Information Sheet

R215 / R225 water pumps

There are some key points to consider about R215 and R225 water pumps, to inform your clients
if necessary:
1. Dolz manufactures the R215 water pump exactly to OE 8200088663 ‐ 820088660
2. This reference is very similar to R225 which corresponds to OE 8200266947. R225 can replace
R215 if the cover which houses the timing belt is changed.
The most important measurements are marked in the next pictures.
If your client can't fix the R215 because it knocks at some point, this is due to a wrong fitting,
probably a R215 water pump in one of the R225's applications, and that's impossible.
For this reason, we advise you to pay attention to avoid misunderstandings.
In our water pump catalog you will find all the applications of these two references.
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OES has replaced one of the pumps for the other one, thus they suppress the R215 reference and
use R225 water pump for all applications. Dolz will continue supplying this two references with
the plastic cover, to avoid changes and increasing price in the repair.
NOTE: This two water pumps, and also the original Renault ones, have the holes to fix the plastic
timing cover made without thread because these holes must be fixed with 2 self-tapping
screws. This method ensures the correct fastening of the cover against engine vibrations.

NOTE 2. New version Renault R226 instead of R225.

NOTE: This water pump R226 is similar to R225 but it has a reinforced pulley and bearing,
according to the performance of the new range of vehicles that have this water pump.
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